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Policy. Changes to the Cobra in were very slight. The most noticeable change was the wheels.
On the interior, the clock pod was removed and combined with the radio. The console was

redesigned, and the seat patterns were modified. A CD was incorporated into the basic radio
option. Up until this point, Cobras were more limited in terms of the colors they were available
in, so this was an exciting change. The Cobra was the last year of the return style fuel system
which was replaced with a newer returnless system in For , Ford kept the new aluminum 4. The
heads had split ports and huge valves. The DOHC meant 4 valves per cylinder for better
aspiration. Equipped with a dual 57mm throttle body and an 80mm MAF the engine is definitely
speed ready. Built into the engine was a oil cooler. Your listing is confusing. Your listing shows
made , but only 1 under listing with interior combs. Also mine has leather not cloth. An update
would be appreciated. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Share Tweet. Fourth Gen Mustang. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. See all results. Weekly Mustang
News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and events each week. Cool Mustang stuff. No
crap, we promise. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. In this chapter I cover
the common engine swaps for first-generation Mustangs that increase performance potential. I
cover the following engine choices: small-block Windsor shortdeck and tall-deck , big-blocks,
modular engines two-, three-, and four-valve V-8s; no Vs , the and newer 5. My goal is to discuss
reasonable, practical, and cost-effective options most owners want to and can afford to install.
These options are feasible and deliver meaningful performance increases with few, if any,
significant tradeoffs. For a daily driver the pushrod Windsor engines are really the only
reasonable option unless your car already has or had a big-block. Upgrading to a big-block or to
one of the modular or Coyote engines is really only practical for streetperformance vehicles
where the desired performance level, novelty, and budget are the guiding factors. In any case,
you should retain the ability to use the car however, whenever, and wherever you want. This is
about hot rodding for the masses, not just the monied few. Swapping a small-block Windsor
engine into a classic Mustang is relatively easy because these cars were made to accept these
engines. In this case, a Ford Modular engine has been installed. In order to make the Modular
engine fit, you need to remove the shock towers, and that involves intricate metal fabrication.
The small-block Windsor engines are by far the easiest to swap into first-generation Mustangs.
The short-deck engine has plenty of room in the and later cars because they could be bought
with big-block engines. The short-deck 8. With the exception of a few special high-performance
models most were simply designed to be light yet compact and reliable. There are no
hard-and-fast rules and no guarantees; every upgrade situation is different. They have better
metallurgy and reinforcements, which makes them stronger. The short-deck Windsor block has
received a lot of support in the aftermarket because it fits easily in any of the first-generation
Mustangs as well as later versions to the model year. Dart Machinery is one of the most
respected producers of aftermarket Ford engine blocks as well as crate engines, cylinder heads,
and related items. Their products benefit from many advances beyond the original OEM
designs. For the Windsor family Dart offers four levels of engine blocks and any short-block,
long-block, and complete crate engine based on them. These products range from the relatively
affordable entry-level SHP blocks to the Iron Eagle variants to the all-out Race Series aluminum
blocks. All are available in short-deck 8. The SHP version is an iron block, which accepts most
stock components and accessories, including the roller hydraulic cam setup lifters, dog bones,
and spiders from 5. These blocks are available in short-deck and long-deck versions with
siamese-bore diameters of 4. The cylinder walls are cast extra thick to allow for bore diameters
of up to 4. Even with a more-complex, late-model, fuel injected, small-block engine such as this
5. This is easily able to accommodate the 5. The most significant of these is the option for
multiple deck heights, which in the tallest deck version can allow for displacements of up to ci
due to its even thicker cylinder walls. These blocks are also available with 2. These blocks build
on the specifications of the Iron Eagle Sportsman blocks by adding a lowrestriction priority
main oiling system along with front and rear external oil feeds to complement the complete
stock-type system. Reducing oil flow to the rockers, for example, can reduce crankcase
windage. Other reinforcements include use of a premium alloy along with extrathick deck
surfaces, even thicker cylinder walls, extra webbing in the main bearing area, and the use of
billet steel four-bolt main caps for all five main bearings. It can make more than hp and still have
great driveability. Short-deck blocks are a platform that provides ample power for most early
Mustangs. Aftermarket blocks can be stroked to or even ci to make enough power even for
these cars. You may have header fitment issues and this may require notching the header
tubes. In addition the steering box and rod may have to be relocated when squeezing the
tall-deck version into the smaller, narrower engine bay of these years. The short-deck block
provides a light engine package in a relatively lightweight car for improved handling. Hood
clearance is likely also an issue. The extra weight of the taller deck is less of a factor because
these cars are heavier anyway, are suited for these engines, and you need more power for

similar performance. Up to hp you can still go with a stroked ci short-deck block and save some
weight while also having a bit better selection of parts. For more than hp with the short-deck
use a power adder or step up to the taller deck and live with the weight penalty. You can, of
course, also invest in an aluminum tall-deck block and get the power without much weight
penalty, for a price. A power adder on a stroked talldeck can yield 1, hp or more. It all depends
on what your goals and preferences are and what resources time, skill, budget, etc. A modified
ci tall-deck engine can get to hp without too much trouble and it can spare you the expense of
the new crankshaft and other parts rods, pistons, etc. For example, the use of these sleeves
limits the maximum displacement to ci even though they are relatively thick. Unlike many
aluminum blocks these retain compatibility with most stock parts. Even with long-tube headers
there was no need to modify the shock towers on this 5. This engine has many other
modifications and puts out more than hp at the wheels well over rwhp when the ZEX nitrous
system is on yet still has exceptional performance, driveability, and fuel economy. Photo
Courtesy Coast High Performance. Physically the FE and series big-block engines are difficult
to fit and you also need to upgrade the transmission, rear axle, differential, and other parts. This
requires substantial modifications and comes with quite a price tag. You can make just as much
power with a tall-deck Windsor with a power adder not that you could likely use it effectively
unless you also beefed up the body and suspension. A stroked Windsor can provide
comparable performance with lighter weight. Installing an FE or series bigblock in a or later car,
on the other hand, is a practical and feasible option. Because these later cars were available
with big-blocks from the factory they have enough room for them most, anyway and there are
plenty of modifications and parts for this combination. The larger and later cars were available
with big-blocks so Windsors go right in, just like this W stroker tall-deck. This engine makes
just a bit over hp at the flywheel yet is totally streetable. When the NX plate system is activated,
power exceeds hp at the wheels. Reaching these numbers with a big-block is certainly possible
but it likely costs more and adds more than pounds to the front end. Making these numbers with
a modular engine is much more difficult and costly because the shock towers must be cut.
Unfortunately, they are very tough to fit in many cars due to their size. From the factory, the
shock towers had to be revised to accommodate the extra width of this engine. The latter are a
much better choice for performance not only due to their lower cost but to the enhancements in
design and metallurgy, which have been incorporated. It goes in easily and can be a
cost-effective upgrade relative to a small-block or even the original big-block if it is an engine
with lower displacement or lower performance. On paper, the modular 4. The two-valve versions
are generally regarded as being the least desirable of the modular engine family in terms of their
performance potential. The biggest impediment to installing a modular engine into a
first-generation Mustang is not the performance potential of these engines but rather their size
and bulk, particularly in terms of width. The four-valve modulars are a whopping 30 inches wide.
All modular engines are about 28 inches long; a big-block is about 32 inches long. Differences
in height are really hard to quantify because there are so many differences in oil pans, intake
manifolds, carbs versus EFI, etc. In general, Windsors are shorter than the 4. Modular engines
are significantly wider than all of the Windsors and can sometimes even exceed the width of a
big-block. This virtually disqualifies a modular engine from being a practical choice for â€” cars
unless time and cost are not issues. Then there is the questionable rationale of trying to install
a DOHC modular engine in a or later car when even a big-block would be an easier and likely
less expensive fit. Furthermore, unless you convert to carburetion and some form of
aftermarket ignition system to replace the OEM fuel injection, you also have the added difficulty
of installing and tuning the full factory computer system or an aftermarket substitute for
whatever you might choose to not retain. A stroked tall-deck provides more displacement,
greater performance potential, easier installation and tuning, generally lower overall cost, and
even lower weight if you go with an aluminum block, heads, and intake. Again, the numbers tell
all: an iron-block 4. Bigblocks weigh well over pounds, even with aluminum heads. This
Gateway Performance Suspension shock tower notching kit is one way to add more underhood
room for a larger engine. The panels replace the factory shock towers, so there is still some
cutting and welding involved. These pre-formed panels save a considerable amount of time and
effort, all for a very reasonable price. A modern strut-type suspension must be used with them,
however, so it may not be practical unless you had already planned on making that costly
modification. The installation of a modular engine in these Mustangs requires extensive
modification to the engine compartment for it to fit. This is due primarily to its significantly
greater width than the older pushrod engines. The two-valve version shown is not as tight a fit
but even it usually requires removal of the shock towers shown along with the installation of a
completely different suspension system. The lightest option by far, an all-aluminum short-deck,
is the easiest to install and is capable of making more than hp naturally aspirated much more

with a power adder. Although an all-aluminum talldeck may not be the most economical choice,
it arguably offers the greatest performance potential with relatively easy installation while still
likely being lighter than the iron SOHC. A modified DOHC with a power adder can probably
match a strokedaluminum tall-deck in output but it is significantly harder to install, less reliable,
and likely costs more. The 4. The 3V engine is a better candidate than the 2V in terms of
maximum performance potential while offering comparable performance to a stock, older 4. A
modified 4. It is surely a more difficult fit in a first-generation vehicle, even with notched shock
towers. In many cases the shock towers need to be removed altogether and a completely new
front subframe and suspension is needed to make either of them fit. To maximize handling, you
need to remove the OEM subframe. This Detroit Speed Aluma-Frame setup includes a complete
coil-over suspension, rackand-pinion steering, and even an ingenious and much improved
method for making adjustments to the suspension geometry caster and camber. Installation is
surprisingly simple in that little cutting is required to mount the crossmember under the frame
rails. Thick support plates with through-bolts are placed on top of the frame rails to secure it
and provide mounting points for other components. Photo Courtesy Detroit Speed. Given
enough time and money, it can be done shown. Doing it in a and earlier car, however, makes
very little sense in terms of cost or even performance because of the extensive modifications
needed. This results in some compromises such as the front Monte Carlo bar. The larger 5. The
addition of a supercharger does, however, minimize the need to make many additional
modifications beyond the stock hp. A simple pulley change along with a few minor intake and
exhaust modifications can yield enough power to satisfy most needs. This swap should really
only be considered for the and later cars the later, the better because of available space
underhood. These engines are also complicated in terms of their electronic controls if the
factory computer and wiring harness are reused. Or in this case, the Edelbrock 5. It is
significantly more powerful hp or more than all but the 5. It is only marginally larger than either
two- or three-valve 4. The complexity of the electronics, particularly those that control the
Ti-VCT camshaft timing, make it very difficult to realize the full potential of this engine with a
production-based control system. Photo Courtesy Paul Johnson. Although the 5. The Coyote
was introduced as the standard engine in the Mustang GT; beginning with the model year there
are many more of them in circulation. Their cost is less because of the lack of a supercharger.
They are also significantly lighter only about pounds due to their aluminum block and
dimensions similar to the previous 4. The good news is that they were rated at more than hp hp
for the Boss Ford Racing Performance Parts FRPP offers Control Packs to facilitate the
installation of a Coyote engine in non-emissions vehicles such as a street rod and some
first-generation Mustangs, depending on what laws apply in your area. This kit includes the
major components, such as the specially calibrated and slimmed-down ECU, the necessary
drive-by-wire throttle pedal assembly, a MAFS, oxygen sensors, and a wiring harness. By
necessity, the ECU has been calibrated to compensate for the lack of many sensors and signals
found in the production car, which are rarely, if ever, feasible to incorporate into a
non-emissions vehicle. The ECU and calibration allow the engine to function in such vehicles
but, generally speaking, at a somewhat reduced level because full functionality cannot be
retained. For example, if you use the original unmodified factory wiring and computer you have
the most trouble. This product includes a specially calibrated computer, the necessary
driveby-wire throttle assembly, a mass air sensor and inlet tube, a modified body harness with a
power distribution box and certain features omitted for use in non-emissions vehicles including
the correct oxygen sensors , and other items. When you change the components, change the
vehicle weight, gear ratios, aero, etc. In time, the aftermarket will likely develop stand-alone
computers and other components to resolve this problem, to some extent. This helps ensure
high quality throughout the manufacturing and assembly process. This also combines the
precision and consistency of CNC machining which is far beyond what most engine shops can
afford with the expertise of a dedicated engineering staff and trained assemblers. Special
services such as multiangle valve jobs, precision balancing and blueprinting, and deck-plate
honing are generally done at extra cost when having an engine built at a shop. As you know,
engines and other assemblies are available in various combinations for different uses and
budgets. There are many processes included in the way a shortdeck short-block is assembled.
CHP likes to use a mix of assembly lube and ProBlend. Red Line also makes an excellent
product. The lubricant should have enough film strength to stand up to the pressures that are
generated on start-up and is sufficiently tacky so it stays where you put it without being
squeezed out or otherwise running off. Every CHP crate engine, shortblock, or long-block
comes with a build sheet detailing the final specifications. Careful matching and precision
balancing of the components ensures each one closely meets your spec. Before CHP chooses
parts they have been thoroughly researched, developed, and proven over the years to provide

better performance and durability for the customer. They also try to minimize the potential for
any in-use failures or warranty issues that would damage their reputation, not to mention their
bottom line. CHP keeps learning and improving so both they and the customer benefit. Stacking
multiple belts next to one another for various accessory combinations adds weight, complexity,
and overall length to the engine. The extra accessories require the mounting brackets be
adjustable as well, thus making them inherently less stable. The multiple ribs increase the
contact area of the belt relative to the pulleys, thus reducing the possibility of slippage. The
single belt is made from better materials and is much stronger in terms of tensile strength, thus
greatly reducing belt stretch during operation and over time. Serpentine systems are
dynamically self-adjusting, thus providing stable belt engagement with less chance of coming
off or breaking. The single belt also makes a shorter engine. Vehicle manufacturers have almost
universally abandoned V-belts in favor of serpentine belts for the primary drive of engine
accessories. Unfortunately, most production systems are not easily retrofitted to older engines.
These kits include everything needed for a conversion including a new alternator, water pump,
power steering pump, and all associated pulleys, brackets, and other hardware. The cost is very
reasonable and installation is fairly simple. The result is a better-looking single-serpentine-belt
system that reliably handles higher belt loads and RPM without needing periodic adjustment.
The mounting of the components is much more stable and the packaging envelope of the drive
system is reduced. This S. Drive serpentine-belt conversion kit from Eddie Motorsports comes
with everything you need to eliminate your old V-belt system and upgrade to the newer, better
serpentine design. Besides allowing the engine to be shorter, the use of a tensioner and idlers
provide much greater belt stability. The water pump and gasket can then be installed over the
four protruding studs. The power steering pump goes on with only two long bolts inserted
through the spaces in the pulley. A series of four threaded standoffs must be screwed onto the
studs protruding from the water pump. The shorter one goes on the lower right stud while the
longer three go on the remaining studs. All must be installed with the grooved end near the
engine. The first item to install is the custom CNC-machined billet aluminum timing cover. It
goes on with the four lower bolts and four studs that go around the water pump passages not
shown. The ends of these studs, which go into the block, must be coated with an appropriate
sealant if they protrude into the water jacket. The harmonic balancer and ignition timing pointer
can also be installed once the timing cover is on. Grease the seal on the cover first and use
threadlocker on the balancer bolt use Grade 8 and a hardened washer. In some cases you need
a spacer such as this one from Professional Products between the balancer and its pulley. To
determine whether you need one, hold the pulley against the balancer to see how well its belt
grooves line up with those of the water pump and power steering pump. Once you determine
the proper pulley alignment you can install the pulley with the four bolts and the supplied,
special, dished washers. Drive kits are made only for four-bolt balancers though many such as
the Professional Products version have dual-bolt patterns to accommodate either situation. The
supplied Powermaster high-output alternator goes on next with one short bolt, one long
button-head bolt, and a spacer used with the long bolt. Test fit everything first because it may
be necessary to trim the spacer to get it to fit between the alternator and the timing cover
mounting boss. Install the short top bolt first. It uses two short bolts and a large shoulder bolt
for proper location. First loosely install the lower support-plate bolt and then get the shoulder
bolt started most of the way in. Next install the upper support-plate bolt and fully tighten the
rest. Seal off the ports with caps until you are ready for hookup and charging. If you use a dipare ready for hookup and charging. The belt tensioner is almost the last component to go on. It
has two small pegs on its rear face, which go into two corresponding holes on the front support
plate for proper alignment. Use the single bolt to keep everything tied together. After you install
the tensioner cover and belt you are finished. This setup remains stable at much higher RPM
and the belt lasts much longer. Whatever belt stretching may occur over time is automatically
compensated for by the tensioner. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the
button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. All Mustang Engines at
MustangAttitude. Below is a list of all Mustang engines ordered by year. There are engine
offerings in all years of production. U-code, Standard hp 6-cyl. F-code, Optional hp V8. D-code,
Optional hp V8. K-code, Optional High Perf hp V8. T-code, S
mazdaspeed3 forums
2011 jetta wheels
wrx service manual
tandard hp 6-cyl. C-code, Optional hp V8. A-code, Optional hp V8. S-code, Optional GT hp V8.
J-code, Optional hp V8. X-code, Optional hp V8. R-code, Optional Cobra Jet hp V8. L-code,
Optional hp 6-cyl. G-code, Optional Boss hp V8. H-code, Optional hp V8. M-code, Optional hp

V8. S-code, Optional hp V8. Z-code, Optional Boss hp V8. M-code, Optional hp V8 before May
R-code, Optional Boss hp V8. C-code, Optional Cobra Jet hp V8. Q-code, Optional Cobra Jet hp
V8. R-code, Optional HO hp V8. Y-code, Standard 88hp 4-cyl. Z-code, Optional hp 6-cyl. Y-code,
Standard 93hp 4-cyl. Y-code, Standard 2. Z-code, Optional 2. T-code, Late V6 replacement 3.
F-code, Optional 5. A-code, Standard 2. D-code, Optional 4. B-code, Optional 3. W-code,
Optional 2. T-code, SVO 2. M-code, Optional 5. E-code, 5. A-code, 2. M-code, 2. D-code, 5.
T-code, 5. C-code, 5. X-code, 4. V-code, 4. H-code, 5. B-code, 4. R-code, 4. Y-code, 4. N-code, 4.
H-code, 4. S-code, 5. M-code, 3. F-code, 5. U-code, 5. Z-code, 5. H-code, 2.

